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 CTC(TM) Project 

An innovative crypto solution that combines all the 

advantages of CeFi and DeFi (Centralized and 

Decentralized Finance) services into one system based 

on Binance Smart Chain. The link between CeFi and 

DeFi detects and simplifies user frustration with DeFi 

products, making the process easy, reliable and 

seamless. At the heart of CTC(TM) is a new form of DeFi 

ecosystem and payment system with suite monetization, 

bridges and swaps, aggregators, staking, payments, 

NFTs and other solutions. 
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With this system, anyone can experience various 

services such as card, internet banking, and pay deposit 

in the financial market or payment market. It is an 

advantage that develops the potential of CTC(TM) 

cryptocurrency, makes it easy and convenient to use 

even for beginners in cryptocurrency, and gives merit 

to generate profits. You can utilize CTCWallet 

decentralized exchange and liquidity pool. It can be 

used in virtual currency payment kiosks, shopping malls 

and coffee chains. Internal protocols allow users to 

implement various solutions without switching 

blockchains or installing multiple applications. 

Everything is available in a single customizable app 

interface. 
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1. This project started in 2019 while developing a 

smart automatic payment cart. 

2. To make the project successful, we launched a 

token payment kiosk on the market. 
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3. VixTalk was released for diversity, distribution and 

utilization of projects. 

 

4. For the future of the project, the patent 

technology of household waste disposal device was 

obtained, and the utilization was designed to be 

used as CTC(TM) token. 
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5. CTCWallet DAO strengthens utility, governance 

and promotion mechanisms, manages the ecosystem, 

implements a point reward system and various 

comprehensive communities. 

 

6. CTC(TM) has more than 20000 enthusiastic users 

and has the potential to break through more than 1 

million in a short period of time. 
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7. CTC(TM) Cybertronchain.com integrates the 

system for all simple, more profit and reward, safe 

ecosystem. 
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Who is the founder? 

The founder is Han Baek-hee, and he is the chairman 

of the Korea Blockchain Users Association (KCUA). He 

hosted a block chain technology program on NBN TV 

broadcast. Awarded by the Minister of Science and 

Communication of Korea and obtained numerous 

patents on blockchain technology. The blockchain and 

token ecosystem pursued by the founders is special. It 

is to enable users to use it according to their needs in 

real life. It is a combination of new systems and plans 

to complete the roadmap for the use of blockchain 

technology & tokens through technical programs. He 

has succeeded in several systems and is now starting 

commercialization services. 
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What is the ecosystem? 

When we were in the early stages of 

countable asset finance law in Korea, 

we patented the technology to build 

an easy-to-use cryptocurrency wallet 

and convert an unverifiable address 

into a real-name wallet. Making the 

not-too-distant future ahead is the 

goal and future of cybertronchain.com. 

It entered the smart terminal payment 

market and developed without a break. 

As a result, CTC Wallet is one of the 

most convenient and user-friendly 

global cryptocurrency wallets for 

cryptocurrency purchase, exchange 

and withdrawal, payment and 

acceptance. 

We have special patented technology. 
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Acquired ISO 27001 and ISO 9001. For customer 

security and asset protection, ISO 27001 is currently the 

most recognized international standard for information 

security management systems. ISO 9001 certification is 

a system in which a third party objectively certifies that 

a product or service realization system meets specified 

requirements and is effectively operated. We have more 

certificates than this one. Our technology is 

outstanding.
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CTC Wallet enables great returns when users directly 

interact with it. The liquidity provided by CTC Wallet 

increases market efficiency and returns by eliminating 

intermediaries. CTC Wallet not only enabled the buying, 

selling, and exchange of cryptocurrencies, but also gave 

consumers the opportunity to earn money with their 

funds. Users are eager to take advantage of the high 

returns, but today this is technically very difficult and 

not easily accessible. With CTC Wallet, we created a 

unique solution in the form of E-Pay to keep up with 

our mission of making cryptocurrency as easy to use as 

regular money. In addition, B-Points are accumulated, 

and you can win big profits through games provided 

by CTC(TM) with the accumulated B-Points. 
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Baekhee Han, founder of cybertronchain.com, said, 

“The opportunity for CTC(TM) holders to earn more by 

combining patents with futuristic and extraordinary 

technologies starts now, and in the coming years, there 

will be countless millionaires entering this market. We 

expect it to appear, and we expect it to be available to 

over 100 million users worldwide soon. 
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Discover problems in the field of ecosystems. 

Blockchain distributed ledger processing network was 

built using Docker based on Linux, an open source, as 

it is important to execute and distribute programs in a 

distributed environment. In line with the trend of 

widespread use of Docker Containers to process 

blockchains, cybertronchain.com uses Docker 

containers and implements a private blockchain 

Hyperledger fabric business network led by IBM and 

others. The Docker container installation, environment 

setting, image construction, commit, and connection to 

the block chain Hyperledger Fabric Composer through 

a web browser were used to build the block chain. 
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cybertronchain.com connects to the Blockchain 

Hyperledger Fabric Composer by familiarizing 

themselves with the various functions and processing 

procedures of Docker containers, explores how to 

create distributed ledger processing participants, assets, 

and transactions, actually creates blocks, and distributes 

and processes blocks. It provides useful implications for 

In addition, through the distributed ledger information 

processing connected to the black chain, centralized 

accounting information processing for accounting 

information creation and storage can be managed as a 

distributed system, thereby fundamentally solving the 

accounting information security problem. Blockchain 

technology has the potential to revolutionize trust 

models and business processes in a variety of industries. 

However, it is evaluated as the initial stage of a system 

that pursues autonomy rather than efficiency, and 

distributed ledger technology also requires monitoring 

and inspection in terms of price and introduction time  
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compared to existing relational DB transaction 

technology. However, most companies are active by 

applying block chain technology in specific areas, and 

explain the initial exaggerated technology as 

characterized by immutability of records, transparency, 

and autonomous execution of business rules. In the 

process, it began to be used for resume, identity, 

qualification certification and auditing in various 

industries as well as the financial industry. 

cybertronchain.com CTC(TM) analyzed problems such 

as security vulnerabilities, lack of regulatory 

environment, technical consensus and lack of common 

standards. And it is necessary to realize the business 

meaning and potential of blockchain technology in a 

realistic market. Blockchain solves the security problem 

of transaction integrity threats due to transaction 

sharing and disclosure, but confidentiality protection is 

weak. In order for companies to utilize blockchain for 

business processing, a security mechanism that can  
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provide confidentiality for important information and 

personal information of the company is required. To 

solve this problem, cybertronchain.com proposes and 

implements an application model of encryption 

protocol using Bep20 Binance Smart Chain smart 

contract. 
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Inconvenience of token users 

In Korea, on September 24, 2021, the government's 

Financial Special Act passed the National Assembly, 

allowing public institutions to use private clouds. As the 

use of cloud by public institutions expands, 

authentication, authorization, and access control 

technologies are becoming essential technologies for 

stable public services. In particular, IAM technology, 

which enables seamless data sharing and access with 

other inter-clouds within the cloud, which is not 

currently provided by commercial clouds, is an essential 

technology to enhance the safety, efficiency, and 

usability of the cloud. However, users complain of 

inconvenience due to various regulations and laws. 

They also complain about contract errors or slow smart 

contracts. cybertronchain.com discovered this problem 

while providing services by paying with tokens at kiosks 

or online shopping malls. 
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Handy fixes and workarounds (BEP20) 

cybertronchain.com CTCWallet introduces the 

advantages of CTC(TM) Binance Smart Chain. 

The Binance Smart Chain network offers an alternative 

to the Ethereum network with 90% lower user fees 

when compared to Ethereum and the network. 

Transaction speed is also faster. Users are not waiting 

for transaction speed. You can use it conveniently. The 

Network fees are governed by Binance Tokens (BNB), 

which users use to pay network fees. 

cybertronchain.com CTCWallet provides a system for 

CTC(TM) users to swap and convert from the Ethereum 

network to the Binance network. Users can use it 

conveniently without having to select various methods.  
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Also, you do not have to wait for payment in stores or 

online shopping malls. CTC(TM) users of 

cybertronchain.com CTCWallet can use all suite 

monetization, bridge and swap, aggregator, staking, 

payment, NFT and other solutions by linking them. 
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our technology 

One of the most popular Binance-based tokens, 

CTC(TM), which uses fees from the BNB Smart Chain 

(basically a cryptocurrency backed by real money, so it 

has less volatility and can be treated almost like a 

pegged currency), if you have more It's convenient. You 

can link the product you want to purchase or the 

system you want to use. CTC(TM) can use various 

services such as staking, payment, authentication, card 

withdrawal, and use at kiosks. CTC(TM) does not need 

to perform any other currency conversion. 

 

Blockchain-based messenger platform XivTalk 
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CTC Wallet where you can enjoy convenient and 

diverse services 
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Company 

 

Cybertronchain.com started research as 

DifferentGlobal in 2015 and CTC in 2019. 

 

 

 

 

In 2020, Block Tech Media Channel Korea started a 

blockchain Korean corporation. 

 

 

To lead the token market, we have built a lot of 

systems and a lot of infrastructure, and now we 

declare a full-fledged start in 2023 and start the 

Cybertronchain.com collection CTC (TM). 

 

https://cybertronchain.com/beta/
http://blocktechmedia.com/
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Total Issued Amount: 20,000,000,000 CTC(TM) 

80% of the initially issued 100,000,000,000 tokens were incinerated to 20,000,000,000 

tokens after the results of the fund association executive meeting on February 13, 2023. 

 There are 40% stake increase tokens.( fixed) 

 20% of tokens are swap tokens. 

 20% of tokens are funding sale tokens. 

 All system rewards are 15%. 

 A 5% airdrop presents joy to all users. 

 Any change in publication or distribution will 

be announced through the meeting. 
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⚫ Staking  

If you stake CTC(TM) in CTC Wallet, it will be 

frozen for 4000 days. But there are great 

rewards every day. Rewards are withdrawn in 

real time. (Reward: Select BNB, TWT, CTC(TM), CTC7) 

⚫ Swap 

You can swap erc20 tokens, which are similar in 

function and format to CTC(TM), in CT Wallet. 

Does not exceed 20% of issued volume. 

⚫ Funding 

20% funds can be used for CTC(TM) system 

development and infrastructure construction. 

However, it cannot exceed 20%. 

⚫ Airdrop 

An airdrop equivalent to 5% of the total issued 

amount will be provided. Airdrops are  
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distributed over a period of 1 year. If the airdrop 

payment date exceeds 1 year, we will give you 

an official notice 3 months in advance. 

 

⚫ Conclusion 

For CTC(TM), the maximum number of tokens 

that can be circulated in the market is 60%. It 

can never exceed 60%. 40% are tokens that are 

increased when customers stake, but cannot be 

circulated in the market and are frozen. 
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Anyone who subscribes to the CTC(TM) 

white paper will become a billionaire.  

thank you 
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